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It is shown that the eigenvalues of ((I, 2)-absolutely summing operators are 
r-th power summable for r > Q > 2, but in general not q-th power summable. 
The method of proof also yields a composition formula for (q, 2)-summing 
operators which implies that a certain power of these operators is nuclear. 
Inequalities between (q, r)-summing norms are used to derive estimates for 
the projection constants and the distance to Hilbert spaces of finite dimensional 
subspaces of type p and cotype 4. One also obtains inequalities between different 
type and cotype constants of finite dimensional spaces. 
In studying Banach ideals of operators, one usually starts with an ideal 
a(H) on Hilbert spaces and tries to find a Banach ideal of operators (on Banach 
spaces) such that the Hilbert space component agrees with the given ideal. 
For the 2-absolutely summing operators I;r, , which on Hilbert spaces coincide 
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with the Hilbert-Schmidt maps S,(H), th is approach is quite successful: 
Many properties of S, , such as the square-summability of the eigenvalues 
of such maps, remain valid for l7s . By Pelczynski [23], the q-absolutely summing 
maps 117, (1 < q < cc) also extend the Hilbert-Schmidt operators. However, 
the best one can show for ,the spectrum of such maps if q 3 2, is that the 
eigenvalues are q-th power summable [9] and not-as in Hilbert spaces- 
square summable. On Hilbert spaces, the Schatten classes S,(H) have q-th 
power summable eigenvalues. It is therefore natural to look for a Banach ideal 
Q! extending S&11), q > 2, such that the eigenvalues of such maps are still 
q-th power summable, and such that @ contains 17,. Among the class of 
(q, r)-summing maps of Mitjagin-Pelczynski [22], the (q, 2)-absolutely summing 
maps LIa,a are a natural candidate since they coincide on Hilbert space with 
&(a), cf. Kwapien [ll]. We show in chapter 1 that the liT,,,-operators have 
eigenvalues which belong to Z,,, . Hence they are r-th power summable for 
any Y > q > 2; however, in general, they are not q-th power summable as 
seen by example 1. The method used-an “artificial” factorization over Hilbert 
space-yields estimates for rr,-norms of finite rank operators by v@,,-norms. 
This is used to derive a composition formula for (q, r)-summing maps in 
chapter 2 (theorem 2). The problem of the composition formula for such 
operators was one of the oldest questions in the theory, stated for the first 
time by Mitjagin-Pelczynski [22] in 1966, who also introduced the notion 
of (q, r)-summing maps. The composition formula improves and complements 
a result of Maurey-Pelczynski [20] on the compactness of such compositions. 
It follows from theorem 2 that any map T E 17,,,(X) has a nuclear power Tn, 
in fact, it suffices to choose an even integer n with n > q. This exponent of n 
is almost optimal since n EN and n > q is necessary in general. 
In chapter 3 we apply results of chapter 1, especially proposition 1, to some 
problems in the local theory of Banach spaces. We establish relations between 
different geometric properties of Banach spaces. In particular, we prove an 
extension theorem for operators u: Y + 2, where Y is a subspace of some 
Banach space X and Z is a finite dimensional normed space; we obtain an 
estimate of the ya-norm of an extension map in terms of the type p constant 
of X, the cotype q constant of Y or Z and (d’ im Z)ll~-r/q. This generalizes 
results of [15]. We are also able to establish asymptotically optimal inequalities 
between different type (resp. cotype) constants of finite dimensional spaces. 
In chapter 4, we give some applications of the eigenvalue results to operators 
in ID-spaces and Sobolev-Besov maps in L,-spaces. It is shown e.g. that the 
eigenvalues of any (necessarily compact) map I, +r I, +I I, for q < p are 
r-th power summable for any r with l/r < l/q - l/p. We also derive a result 
on weakly singular integral operators in C. 
We now give some definitions and notations. For the definition of a Banach 
ideal of operators (Q!, A) or more generally a complete quasinormed ideal 
of operators (a, R) we refer to Pietsch [28], [26]. By operator we always mean 
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a continuous linear operator between Banach spaces. Let 3, x and .9 denote 
all operators, all compact operators and all finite rank operators respectively. 
Given 4 we denote all operators from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y 
belonging to CZ by @!(X, Y) and let Q(X) = a(X, X). 
Given elements x1 ,..., x, EX and 1 <p < 00, let 
For 1 < r < 4 < co, an operator T E 3(X, Y) is (4, r)-absolutely summing, 
T ~17,,,(X, Y), iff there is a constant c > 0 such that for any finite set of 
elements x1 ,..., x, E X 
The infimum over all possible choices of c is denoted by G-~,,(T). (17,,, , rrg,,) is 
a Banach ideal of operators. For Q = Y we get the p-absolutely summing maps 
(K 7 ?T*). For the definition of the p-integral and nuclear operators we refer 
to [24]. 
By (I’, , ~a) we denote the operators factorizable over Hilbert space, i.e. 
T E I’a(X, Y) if T = SR where R EJZ(X, H) and SE~?(H, Y). We let 
yz(T) = inf{]l S 1111 R iI>, where the infimum is extended over all such factoriza- 
tions. 
Let 1 < Y < s < 00. According to Pietsch, a map T E 2(X, Y) is (s, r)- 
mixing, T E,,M,,,(X, Y), iff for any 2 and any s-absolutely summing map 
S E 17,(Y, Z), ST E I7,(X, 2). This yields another Banach ideal (AS,r , pLQ,r). 
For details we refer to Pietsch [228], we just mention that A,,, C lIl,,r C J&‘~,,~ 
for I/r = l/s + I/q and sa < s. Both containments are proper. 
Given T E 9(X, Y), the approximation numbers of T are given by 
an(T) := inf{ll T - T, 11: T, E*(X, Y), rank T, < n}, ?ZEN. 
For0 <p < co, TisoftypeZ,, TESJX, Y),iff 
a,(T) := (& a,(T)gr” < 03. 
Then (S, , u,) is a complete quasinormed operator ideal. On Hilbert spaces, 
the approximation numbers of T E s(H) are just the singular numbers s%(T), 
i.e. the eigenvalues of (T*T)lj2, and S,(H) is just the Schatten p-class. 
There is a maximal extension of S,(H) to an operator ideal (on all Banach 
spaces), cf. Pietsch [25], which we denote by SF. We make this more explicit 
later. 
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An operator ideal 0? is called injective if the following holds: For any 
T E 2(X, Y) and any isometric imbedding i: Y---f Z, iT E Gsl(X, Z) implies 
T E QQX, Y); i.e. the ideal does not depend on the image space. Given a 
quasinorm A on a, we require A(iT) =, A( T) f  or injective quasinormed ideals. 
The ideals 117,,, and &,,, are injective. Given an operator ideal which is not 
injective, one can form the injective hull of 02, 0P, as the class of all operators 
T E 2(X, Y) such that iT E a(X, Z) for any isometric imbedding i: Y ---f 2. 
Here it is enough to let Z be a L&)-space. aini is an operator ideal con- 
taining 67?. 
The adjoint a* of an operator ideal ed is defined in [26]. We remark that 
for quasinormed ideals (a, A), T E 02*(X, Y) if and only if 
A*(T) := sup{1 tr(ST)I: SE g(Y, X), A(S) < 1) < 00. 
Given n (quasi-)normed operator ideals (0& , Ai), i = l,..., n, we form the 
composition ideal 02 = 0&, 0 ... 0 6& as follows: T E fl(X, Y) i f f  there are 
si E ap-, ) Xi) such that T = S, ... S, , i.e. T factors over operators Si 
belonging to OZi. Here X0 = X, X,, = Y, of course. The ideal GPG can be 
quasinormed by setting 
A(T) := A, 0 --- o A,(T) := inf 1 fi Ai( 
z=1 
the infimum taken over all factorizations as above. For G& = ... = 0& = g 
we denote Q& 0 ... 0 aI also by &Pn) and the quasinorm by B(“), where B is 
the quasinorm on B’. 
Given 0 < p < cc, 0 < 4 ,< co and a measure space (Q, Z, p), the Lorentz 
space I,,,,(&?, CL) is the set of all Z-measurable functions f: Sz --f C such that 
lif 1: ?I,4 := (s o= f *(t)” t*‘+l dt) < co. 
Here .f” denotes the (equimeasurable) rearrangement of f, cf. [3]. Then 
L P.rll CL,., for or < qz . For Q = [0, l] and p = Lebesgue measure we get 
L,,, (with i, = L,,,), and for Q = N and p = counting measure the space 
I,,, (with I, = I,,,) which can be re(quasi)normed by 
For pr < p, and any q1 , qz one has lD1,,, s 182,42. Replacing 1, by I,,, , we can 
define ideals S,,, similarily as the above ideals S, . 
Let T E g(X) have a spectrum consisting of a zero sequence of eigenvalues 
of finite multiplicity only-except zero-which happens e.g. if for some n, 
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T” is compact. By (Aj(T))joN we denote the sequence of eigenvalues of T, 
ordered in nonincreasing absolute value and counted according to their multi- 
plicity. T E 9(X) is a Weyl-operator if for any SE 9(X), ST has a spectrum 
of the above type. Given 0 < p, 4 < co, we let for any Banach space X 
8,,,(X) := {T E 9(X) / T is a Weyl operator and 
(WW~N 6 I,,, for all S E 9(X)}. 
We set 6’,(X) = a,,,(X). 
Let X be a Banach space, 1 < p < 2. We say that X is of Gaussian (resp. 
Rademacher) type p if there is a constant C (resp. C) such that for every finite 
sequence (xi) C X we have 
Here ([J denotes a sequence of independent Gaussian complex random 
variables on a probability space (Q, CL) (resp. (YJ denotes the sequence of 
Rademacher functions on [0, 11, i.e. rj(t) = sign(sin 2Q)). The Gaussian 
(resp. Rademacher) type p constant R(p)(X) (resp. K(P)(X)) is the least C 
(resp. C) satisfying the above conditions. Similarily, if 2 < Q < co, the 
Gaussian (resp. Rademacher) cotype p constant &j(X) (resp. Kc,,(X)) is 
the least Cr (resp. C,) such that for every finite sequence (xi) C X we have 
It is well-known, cf. Pisier [30], that for any Banach space X one has 
K(p)(X) ,( (4/v) R(p)(X) and R,,,(X) < (4/7r) Kc,)(X). Moreover, if a space X 
is of cotype q0 , for some pa < 00, then there exist constants c’, C” depending 
on X such that R(p)(X) < c’K(@(X) for any 1 < .p < 2 and K(,)(X) < 
c”&,(X) for any 2 < 4 < GO, cf. Maurey-Pisier [21], Corollaire 1.3. For 
some other facts on the notions of type and cotype we refer to Maurey-Pisier [21]. 
Let Y, 2 be isomorphic Banach spaces. The Banach-Mazur distance d(Y, 2) 
is defined by 
d(Y, Z) = inf{lj T j; 11 T-l jj 1 T: Y’+ Z is an isomorphism (onto)}. 
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If Y is a subspace of a Banach space X, the relative projection constant X,(Y) 
is defined by 
X,(Y) = inf{li P // 1 P: X + Y is a projection from X onto Y}. 
1. EIGENVALUES OF (~,T)&JMMING OPERATORS 
The eigenvalues of q-absolutely summing operators on Banach spaces are 
q-th power summable if 4 3 2, cf. [9]. B. Carl and the first author asked in 
1977 whether this is still true for the larger operator ideal of the (q,2)-summing 
operators. The main result of this section states that the answer is almost 
affirmative, but not quite yes. More precisely we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let 2 < q < CO. Let X be a (complex) Banach space and 
T E II,,,(X). Then the eigenvalues of T belong to the Lorentz sequence space 
1 q,z , with 
sup I h,(T)1 din < 2ar,,,(T). 
ncH 
Hence they are r-th power summable for any r > q. However, in general, the 
eigenvalues of (q, 2)-summing operators are not absolutely q-summable. 
One step in the proof of theorem 1 is the following simple but useful lemma 
of D. R. Lewis [14] which we reproduce. 
LEMMA 1. Let 2 < q < co, X be a Banach space and T: lzn -+ X be a 
linear map. Then there is a subspace Y C lzn with dim Y > n/2 such that 
iI T IY II < (2/VR~q,,(T). 
Proof. Assuming the statement is false, one can find inductively m = 
[n/2] + 1 >, n/2 vectors x1 ,..., X, E Ian such that 
I llxili = 1, ~1 Txi il > (2/n)llq n&T) and Xk E [Xl ,...I %-llL, l<k<m. 
But since the xlc’s are orthonormal, we get the contradiction 
r,,,(T) > ( 5 !i Txi pr’” > m1’q(2/n>11q r&T) 2 r&T). 1 
i=l 
The next lemma relates eigenvalues and singular numbers of operators 
in Hilbert space. 
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LEMMA 2. Let T E y(H). Then for any 0 < p < 00 
assuming that the right side is finite. 
Proof. By Weyl’s inequality [33], one has for any number NE N and any 
0 < 4 < GO: ‘& j h,(T)l~ < Cc=‘=, a,(T)q. Let c = SUP,~,~ an(T) nl/P. Choosing 
q -C p, we have 
I hi.,(T)1 iv’” < (5 I h,(T)l’)1/@ < (; Sag” 
?&=I n=1 
< c( p/( p - q))l’q N1’g-l’” 
For q + 0, (p/(p - q))‘/q + eliP. Hence 
sup j X,(T)1 N1’B < el’Y sup a,(T) nllp. 1 
N n 
A factor larger than one (such as cl/P) is necessary in the inequality as easy 
examples show. 
LEMMA 3. Let (02, A) be a complete quasinormed operator ideal. Assume 
there exist constants c, d, q > 0 such that for any n E N, any Banach space X 
and any operator T: lzn + X there is a subspace Y C lsn with dim Y >, n/d 
such that 
Assume further that the spectrum of any T E @(X)-except zero-consists of 
eigenvalues of Jinite multiplicities only. Then the eigenvalues of any operator 
T E 02(X) belong to l,,, with 
sup I WY nl/g < (cl/qdl’zellp) A(T) 
12 
Moreover, the eigenvalues of any map S E I&o 02(X) belong to lD,a with l/p = 
l/q + 112. 
Proof. (a) Let I, = SR, R E .Z(l,“, X), SE 9(X, lzn) be an arbitrary 
factorization of the identity map I,: lzn - 1,“. Let I/p = I/q + l/2. By 
assumption there is Y _C 1,” with dim Y > n/d such that 11 R Iy 11 < (c/n)“” A(R). 
Then I, = S IRY 0 R I y  is a factorization of the identity on Y, and we get 
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using ~~(1~) = (dim Y)l12 (cf. Garling-Gordon [8] and Carl [4] for the complex 
case), 
n1/P/d1/2 < n1hr2(Iy) 
< nl/* II R IY II v2(S) 
< #A(R) 7&3). 
Therefore 
d/p < dW1h2 o A(&). (1.1) 
(b) Assume now that T E l7, o @Z2). Then T is compact and the polar 
decomposition theorem together with the ideal properties of A yield 7rs 0 A(D) = 
r2 o A(T), where D: 1, -+ 1, is the diagonal map induced by the sequence 
of singular numbers (ol,(T))n of T. Let I, be the identity on I,” and D,: Z2* + Z2n 
be the “restriction” of D, (&),“=1 M (ai ~$=, . Using the monotonicity 
of the singular numbers, we get for any n, using (1.1) 
a,(T) nl/p < dlk*hr, 0 A@,(T) In) 
f  d112c%2 0 A(D,) 
< dlWh, 0 A(D) = d1/2c%2 o A(T). 
Since this holds for any n, we get by lemma 2 that 
sup I W”)/ nl/p < dlW~q$%r,,, o A(T). (1.2) n 
(c) The same inequality holds for SE II20 a(X) on arbitrary Banach 
spaces X: Given E > 0, choose Y and S, E a(X, Y), S2 E II,(Y, X) such 
that S = S,S, , A(&) < 1 and 
77,652) d ~2 0 4s) + E. 
By the Pietsch factorization theorem [28, 171 there are maps S, E 17,(Y, I,) 
.and Q E ,Ep(Z2, X) with S, = QS, and v~(SJ .\I Q Ij < r2(S2) + E. Let R = 
SaS, . Then S = QR and R E 172 0 @(X, I,) with 
II Q II 772 0 A(R) < ~2 0 4s) + 2~. 
Hence S = RQ E IIF o 0Z(Z2) with n2 0 A(S) < r2 0 A(S) + 2~. But S has the 
same spectrum (maybe excluding the point zero) as S and hence (1.2) implies 
sup 1 X,(S)] nl’p < d1’2c1’%+‘~2 0 A(S) (1.3) 
(d) It remains tl show that the eigenvalues of T E a(X) belong to I, ,,, . 
Let X, be the span of the eigenvectors corresponding to the first n eigenvalues 
of T (which we may assume to be pairwise distinct). Let T,: X, + X be the 
restriction of T. By [S, 41, there is a projection P,: X + X, with v2(P,) = n112. 
+/37/1-7 
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Since the eigenvalues of Z$n := P,T,: X, -+ X, coincide with the first n 
eigenvalues of T, an application of (1.3) yields 
( A,( T)J nllp < (dl/Vl~el/~) r2 0 A( F,J 
< (d1/2c1/qe11p) n2(Pn) A( T,) 
< (d112c1Jqelip) N2A( T). 
Hence for any n E N, 
1 X,(T)1 &q < (d112cWO) A(T), 
i.e. the eigenvalues of TE ad(X) decrease of order n-r/q. 1 
Proof of theorem 1. The proof of theorem 1 follows immediately from 
lemmas 1 and 3, using for 02 the ideal wq,2 and c = d = 2, so that the resulting 
constant is (2e)rl” < 2e. By Maurey-Pelczynski [2O], any T E Ll,,,(x) has 
some power T” which is compact, hence the spectrum of T-except possibly 
zero-consists of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity only. 1 
The following example due to G. Pisier shows that the result of theorem 1 
is optimal, i.e. that in general the eigenvalues of (4,2)-summing operators 
are not qth power summable for 2 < 4 < CO but just of order n-l/q. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let J2 _C RN be bounded and L,,, = Lq,JQ) be the Lorentz 
space. It follows from theorems of Maurey that any operator from C into 
L is (Q, r)-absolutely summing if 4 > 2 and 4 > Y (in particular (4,2)- 
s&ning). Indeed, Prop. 3 of Exp. XII.15 [19] states that &JC,L,,,) = 
I7,JC,L,,,) for any Y < Q, and theorem 2 of Exp. XXIV.XXV.lC16 [19] 
together with the Corollaire and Remarque 2 guarantees that the identity 
map on Lq,l is (q, I)-absolutely summing. Hence 
(1.4) 
We only want to use that the formal identity map I: C -+ L,,1 is (n, r)-summing. ’ 
We give a simple direct proof of this fact which also yields an estimate for 
T~,~(I): Let 0 < 0 < 1 be such that I/q = (1 - c?)/Y. Then by interpolation, 
llf l/(1,1 G C,,T Ilf II:-“llf 11: ? f EL * 
In fact, one can show c,,, < 2$lQ’((r - l)/(q - y))+l)/‘J. Let fi E C be such 
that .+(f*) = 1. Then 
(C Ilf< llZ.l)l’q S ca 7 (C llh 16 llfi l12)l’a 
I c 
G c,., T llft II: 
( ) 
u-e)‘r “UP Ilh IL - 
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Since wr(I: C -+ L,) = I[ I I/ = (vol Q)l/r, this is less than or equal to 
Hence 
%,@) d cq,r(vol -wq. (l-5) 
Assuming that the functions in C and LqS1 are extended periodically outside 
of Q = [0, 11, the operator of convolution F,: L,,, -+ C, F,g = f * g, g EL~,~ 
is well-defined and continuous for any fixed f ELqtSm, since 11 f *g Ilrn < 
Ilf HQ*,” . llg 118.1 . Therefore the convolution operator F: C -4 L,,, +rf C is 
(q, 2)-summing (even (4, r)-summing for Q > r). The eigenvalues of F in C 
are of course the Fourier coefficients off ELq,,m , which in general are not 
absolutely p-th power summable: Choose e.g. f(t) = t-l/*’ EL~~,~ . Then, as 
easily seen by calculating the Fourier coefficients f(n), n E Z, 
Hence the eigenvalues of r ,+,-operators do not belong to any better Lorentz 
sequence space than I,,, , if q > 2; in particular, they do not belong to 1, . # 
PROPOSITION 1. Let q > 2 and cq = 4q/(q - 2). Then for any Banarh 
spaces X, Y and any rank n operator T,: X -+ Y, 
na( T,) d c~~W-~‘%& T,). (1.6) 
Moreover, a similar statement holds for any ideal (quas+wrm A instead of mq,2 
satisfying the assumptions of lemma 3 for some q > 2. 
Proof. By (1.3) of the proof of lemma 3, we have for any S,,: X + X of 
rank <n 
zi I W%)Ij11q+1/2 G Z&P T&%J 
But, as easily seen, 
< 2q/(q - 2) nl/a-l/q :I I hf(Sra)lj1’9+1’a 
‘. 
< 4qe/(q - 2) n1/2-1’qn, 0 w,&&) (1.7) 
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Now let T,: X + Y be the given operator and R: Y + X be any finite rank 
operator with vz(R) = 1. Then, applying (1.7) to S, = RT,, , and the Persson- 
Pietsch duality results [24], yields 
4Tn) = sup 1 tr(RT,J] < c~~~~~-~%~~,(T,,) 
ma(R)<1 
rank(R)<m 
with cQ = 4&q - 2). Checking the proof of lemma 3 carefully and working 
with the singular numbers instead of the eigenvalues, one can get rid of the 
additional factor e in the constant cp . a 
Remark. It seems probable that for A = ~~,a the best constants c, appearing 
in (1.6) should be bounded as q + 2. However, for general ideal quasinorms 
A satisfying the assumptions of lemma 3, a similar statement is false, as the 
ideal quasinorm o9 of the operators of type I, shows. 
As a first corollary we get some information on the maximal extension of 
the Schatten p-classes S,(H) to an operator ideal SF. 
COROLLARY 1. Let2<q<coand1<p<2withl/p=l/q+1/2.Then 
and both inclusions are proper in general. 
Proof. By Pietsch [25], T: X ---f Y belongs to Sy iff for any A: I, + X 
and B: Y -+ I,, BTAE S,(lJ. F or 1 < p < co this is equivalent to the 
existence of a constant c > 0 such that for all x1 ,..., x, E X and yT ,.,., y$ E Y* 
Choosing y$ E Y* such that 11 yT I\ = 1 and (TX< , yf) = 11 Txi 11, one sees that 
smaxcngz, 
hill of SF 
l/q = l/p - l/2. Since the ideal n7,,a is injective, also the injective 
is contained in II,,, . 
On the other hand, assume T: X + Y is in lirQ,, . Let i: Y -+ L&L) be an 
isometric imbedding. To prove that T belongs to (Sr:ynj, we have to show 
that iT E Symx, the maximal extension of S,,,(H) to an operator ideal. Given 
arbitrary maps A: I, -+ X, B: L&) -+ I,, we know that B ~17,) cf. [IA, 
hence B(iT)A E L12 0 17,,,(1,) and therefore, using lemma 3, B(iT)A E S,,,(Z,). 
To prove that the first inclusion is proper, let F,: C + CE I;r,,, be the 
convolution operator of example 1. Since ({(n)),,~ E I,,, N I, there is a sequence 
(&z)),,z E I, such that <I@> t(n)),,~ E I,,, - 4, (l/p = I/q + l/2). But there 
is g ~,!,a with J(n) = E(n). We consider the composition 
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where F, is the (continuous operator of) convolution with g and I the formal 
identity. Then Ft E Iln,z N (Sy)inj, since the eigenvalues of T are just 
(f(n) f(n)& $ I, ; hence also the singular numbers of T do not belong to 1, . 
The second inclusion is proper: Let D,: 1, 4 1, be a diagonal map induced 
by a sequence (J E I,., w 1, . Since by [I l] II,,, = S,(l,), D, $ Ii’,,? . However 
D, E (Srz)inj: The composition of maps 
1, -1 1, -DS 1, 6 L,(p) -% 12 
is in 17, o S,,,(1,). Any such map has eigenvalues in l,,, , cf. [lo]. This can 
be deduced also from lemma 3 with A = a,,, . B 
Remark. It is possible to strengthen Corollary 1 slightly: For the same 
values of p and q as before one has 
For the next Corollary, we need another lemma. 
LEMMA 4. (a) Let (02, A) be a complete quaxinormed operator ideal. Then 
(a**, A**) is a Banach ideal and A**(T) = A(T) on operators T: X + Y 
between Jinite dimensional spaces, where 
Moreover, a is the largest ideal norm smaller than or equal to A. 
(b) One has (II:,, , n$.J = (JV~,,~,~ , v~,,~,J on Jinite dimensional spaces, 
where N,,,,,,(X, Y) is the class of operators X + Y which admit a factorization 
with a diagonal map D, induced by o E I,, , 
v~,,,,~(T) = W B II . II (J /lp, . II A Ii), 
where the inf is taken over all such factorizations. 
(c) One has (A$, CL&) = (& s 17, , r2 .^  7rJ (isometrically) on finite 
dimensional spaces. 
Proof. (a) is due to Pietsch: As easily seen, A is the largest ideal norm 
less than or equal to A. Let X and Y be finite dimensional. Then for any 
T: X -+ Y, by [26], a**(T) = a(T). Since a < A, clearly A* 3 A*. But 
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a* < A* holds too: Let S E a*(Y, X) and take an arbitrary decomposition 
R = Cn R, of R E Z(Y, X). Then 
WR) < C WR,) < c A(h) A*(S). 
11 t 1 n 
Hence i,(SR) < a(R) A*(S) which implies a*(S) < A*(S). Thus A^* = A*, 
(A*)*(T) = (A*)*(T) = a(T). 
(b) As shown by LaprestC [13], the adjoint of the quasinormed ideal 
Jv Br,m,2 is IL2 , hence II,*, = M* P’.cc,2 ~ - Jc,,,2. 
(c) Similarily, it is enough to prove (II, 0 IIJ* = Js,2 . This follows 
easily from the fact that the (s, 2)- mixing operators are just those maps which 
transform s-summing operators into 2-summing operators, cf. Pietsch [28], 
which coincide with (II, 0 &‘,)*. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let I, denote the identity on a n-dimensional space X, . 
Let 2 < s, q < CO with l/s = l/2 - 1 /q. Then 
(a) (2e)-l diQ < ~,,,&) < P~,~(L) < nllQ 
(b) ~r/~+r/~ < r2 o ~~(1,) < v3,,JIn) < c$/~+~/~, c, = 4es/(2 + s). 
Proof. (a) It is well known that ~*,~(1~) < ~c,,2(l,,) < nl/g, cf. Pietsch [28] 
and Carl [4]. Since the eigenvalues of 1, are n times 1, we get from theorem 1 
that QT*,~(&) 3 (2e)-l +/a. 
(b) Clearly n < ~,,,(1,) ~f,~(l~). Hence by lemma 4 and (a) we get 
nrl@ = &a+l/s < r2 2 ~~(1,) < v$,~,~(&). For the last inequality we need 
n4,2 < ~~,a and hence pz,2 < rt2. Now let S: X, -+ X, . Then 
I tr(S)l < C I hi(S)1 < q’nl’*‘(;;f I h(S)1 ill*), 
z ., 
and, applying once more theorem 1, 
I tr(S)l < q’n1/*‘2erg,,(S). 
Hence by the previous lemma 
v,?,,,,(I,) = $,(IJ d 2eq’n1’*’ 
which proves the corollary since l/q’ = l/2 + I/s. 1 
Remark. It is unknown to us whether statement (b) also holds for the 
factorization quasinorm n2 0 5rs itself. 
In chapter 3 we will need the following partial converse to lemma 1. 
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LEMMA 5. Let (0l, A) b e a complete quasinormed operator ideal. Let X be a 
Banach space such that there exist constants c, d > 0 and 2 < q < 00 such 
that for every n E N and every operator T: lzn + X there is a subspace Y C 1,” 
zuith dim Y > n/d such that 
II T I y  II < (c/n)l’” A(T). 
Then for every r > q and every operator T E 0l(l, , X) one has 
T~,~( T) < qr/(r - q) ell”‘+lkl/Qdllr’A( T). 
Proof. The idea of the proof is similar to the one of lemma 3. We will show 
that for every operator SE IT$,,(X, Z,) with rank 5’ < CO and 7$,,(S) < 1, we 
have the following estimates for the eigenvalues of ST: 
This immediately implies 
1 tr(ST)I < qr/(r - q) eli7’+lincl/qdllT’A(T), 
which yields the desired estimate for n,,a(T). 
The proof of the estimate of the eigenvalues of ST is devided into three steps. 
(a) Assume that ST is an orthogonal projection of rank n. The same 
argument as in lemma 3 shows that 
where we use the estimate m$,,(l,) 3 nlir’ established in Corollary 2(b). 
(b) Assume that the composition ST is a diagonal operator induced by 
the sequence (a,(ST)). Let (e,) be the orthonormal basis in Z2 such that 
STe, = oln(ST) e, , P,: 1, -+ [e, ,..., e,] be the orthogonal projection and let us 
define R,: [e, ,..., e,] --f [e, ,..., e,] by R,ej = (a,(ST)/aj(ST)) e, forj = l,..., n. 
Thus using step (a) for the composition S(TR,P,,) = a,(ST) P, , we have 
for any n 
an(ST) nlir’+l/q < cl/qdllr’A( TR,P,) 
< cl/qdl/r’A(T). 
(c) If  the composition ST is an arbitrary operator, we first establish 
the same estimate for the singular numbers. Then, by lemma 2, 
1 &(,‘j”j”)I f  n-ll~‘-1/~elll~‘+lIQ~1I~dl/~‘A(T). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
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Theorem 1 together with inclusion properties of (4, r)-summing maps 
yields the optimal order of summability of the eigenvalues of all other classes 
of absolutely (q, r)-summing operators in Banach spaces. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 1 ,( Y < q < co. Then for any Banach space X, 
H,,,(X) 5 b,,,(X), where 
fOY 2 < Y < q 
l/p=Ii~~+l/2-ljr for r<q<2 and I/Y-lj4<1/2. 
For Y  < q with I /Y - l/q 3 l/2, the spectrum in general will not be discrete. 
The exponent p is optimal in general. However, JOY 2 ,< Y  = q one has the slight 
improvement II,(X) C c?~(X). 
Proof. For 2 < Y  < q we have using theorem 1 II,,,(X) C II,,,(X) C 
8,&X) and example 1 shows that this statement is optimal if Y  < q. However, 
for 2 < Y = q one has by [9] II&X) C 8’,(X). 
For Y  < q < 2 and 1 /Y - l/q < l/2 the inclusion IIQ,,(X) C II,,,(X) C 
d,,,(X) holds if l/p = l/q + l/2 - I/ Y, cf. Kwapien [Ill. To show that the 
exponent p is optimal in general for the inclusion II,,,(X) !Z a,,,(X), we note 
that II,,,(X) > n,,,(X) with I/s = l/q + 1 - l/r and that the exponent p 
given by 1 /p = l/q + l/2 - 1 /Y = 1 /s - l/2 is optimal for (s, 1)-summing 
operators: Any diagonal map D,: lI + lI , (x*)~ ++ (enxJn is (s, I)-summing 
for any 0 E 1, , because the identity map I: 1, - 1,) belongs to II,., , cf. Bennett 
[l] (or Carl), and D,: I,, + I, is continuous. 1 
Remark. On Hilbert spaces, for 2 < r < q, one has by [2] the better 
result that II,,, C &a~iT,,(la); note that 2q/r < q. It follows easily from this 
fact that on spaces L, with exponent s “near 2,” the general statement of proposi- 
tion 2 in the case 2 < Y  < q can be improved to II,,, _C b&L,) where 
p = (r/2q - / l/2 - I/s I)-‘, f  i s is such that p < q. We do not know if the 
exponent p is optimal for L, in this case. 
As a consequence of proposition I, we can derive a statement for the eigen- 
value distribution of operators which factor over different (q, r)-absolutely 
summing operators. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let n E N; qi > 2, i = I ,..., n and define p > 0 by l/p = 
Crz, l/q, . Then for any Banach space X 
Proof. By Maurey-Pelczynski [20] any such operator T = T, ... T1 , 
Tj E 17,,,,(Xj-, , Xj) with X0 = X% = X has discrete spectrum. We may 
assume without loss of generality that the eigenvalues of T are distinct. Let 
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Xi be the span of the eigenvectors associated with the first i eigenvalues of T. 
Let Ti: Xi - Xi be the restriction of T and define inductively restrictions 
Tji of T, by 
T,i:- TJX;+ Xjt := T,i(X,;-,), j = I,...,?2 
with X,,i = Xi. Then Ti = T,i ... Tli. Since Ti has the same first i eigen- 
values as T, an application of proposition 2 of [9] yields 
Since rank Tji < i, an n-fold application of proposition 1 yields that there 
is a constant c = c(41 ,..., qn) independent of T, i and Tii such that 
hence 
and the eigenvalues of T belong to the Lorentz space Z,,, . 1 
Similarly, one can prove a result on the eigenvalues of compositions of 
type I, and absolutely (q, 2)-summing operators. We just state 
PROPOSITION 4. Let 0 < p < co, 2 < q < co and I jr = f/p + 1 /q. Then 
for any Banach space X, 
n 9.2 o S,(X) c &r.,(x) and s, o n,,,(x) c &~,.(X)~ 
2. A COMPOSITION FORMULA FOR (q, r)-SUMMING OPERATORS 
The composition of a p-absolutely summing with a p-absolutely summing 
operator is s-absolutely summing if 1 < s, q, p < CC and l/s = l/p -+ 1 /q 
[24]. However, no composition formula for (4, r)-absolutely summing maps 
was known if q > r, cf. Mitjagin-Pelczynski [22] or the problem section of 
Stud. Math. 38. As a consequence of proposition 3 we can derive such a formula. 
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THEOREM 2 (Composition Formula). Let 2 < qi < CO and Cy=, l/q, > l/p 
where I < p < 2. Then or any Banach spaces X, Y 
n cl,,2 o ... o a21,2(x y> c 4(X, Y,) 
i.e. t f  T is a composition of maps T = T, ... TI , where each map Ti is (qi , 2)- 
summing, then T is p-integral. The theorem no longer holds if either p > 2 or 
1 <p < 2 andC& l/q, = I/p. 
For the proof we need a simple lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let (aC, A) be a complete quasinormed operator ideal. 
(a) If  G!(X) _C a,(X) holds for any X, then also a(X) C yI(X) for any X. 
(b) Let (a, A) be injective. Then 02(X) C b,(X) for any X if and only if 
a(X) C 9l(X) for any X. 
Proof. (a) If  02(X) C &r(X) holds for any Banach space X, then-as 
observed by Pietsch [27]-there is c > 0 such that 
2 1 hi( T)( < cA( T) for any T E a(X). 
Hence if S E a(X), then 
< -. sup A(RS) = CA(S). 
I/Rll<l 
R&Ff(X) 
Hence S E Yr(X) and ii(S) < CA(S). 
(b) Let QZ be an injective ideal and 02(X) C 9i(X) for any X. Let S E a(X). 
We want to show that the eigenvalues of S are absolutely summable. Decom- 
posing the real and imaginary parts of the first n eigenvalues h,(S),..., h,(S) 
of S into positive and negative parts, one finds an index set I C { 1,. . , n} such that 
= 4 j tr(S: X1--f X1)1 
< 4i,(S: XI --) XI). 
Here X, denotes the span of the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues 
(Xi(S) j i ~1). Since we may assume hi(S) f  h,(S) for i f  i, dim X, < / I j < n. 
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The assumption @(Y(y) C 9I(Y) f  or any Y implies that there is an absolute 
constant c such that for any X and T E: a(X) i,(T) < d(T). Therefore 
g1 I uvl G 4cA(S: XI - XI) 
< 4cA(S: x + X), 
using the injectivity of (CZ, A) in the last step. Since the right side is independent 
of n, the lemma is proved. 1 
Proof of theorem 2. (i) Assume first qi 3 2, l/q : = Cr=, l/q, > 1. Then 
by proposition 3 
II a,,2 0 ... on ,,.2w c ~,.dX) c &l(X). 
Using lemma 6, we get for any X, 
which implies for any X and Y 
17 f&.2 o *.. 0 nJ1*2(X Y) c 4(X 0 
(ii) Assume now 1/q : = CL, l/q, > l/p where 1 < p < 2. Since 
l/q + l/p’ > l/p + l/p’ = 1, we get using p’ > 2 and part (i) 
II,, 0 lI&,.? 0 *-. 0 II,,,,(X, Y) c &lr,2 O l&,.2 o ... o 47,.2(X Y) 
c 4;(X, Y). 
By the Persson-Pietsch duality theorem [24], we conclude 
II t&,2 o **. 0 no1.2(.x z-1 c ~D(X? 2) for all X, Z. 
(iii) For p > 2 theorem 2 is false: This is obvious choosing X = Y = I, 
and diagonal maps in I2 since LZ,,,(Z,) = S&Z,) and xD(Z2) = S,(Z,). We use 
here the fact that if l/2 > l/q : = xp=“=, l/qi > l/p, one can find a sequence 
UEl,N I, which splits as (J = on ... u1 where C+ E I,* . 
(iv) Example 1 can be modified to show that for 1 < p < 2, theorem 2 
cannot be improved to yield the same formula in the limit case 1 /p = Cy’, 1 /qi: 
Given such indices q1 ,..., qn , the statement 
II c&,2 ” .*. o nL$,(x) c PAX) for any X 
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would imply as in (ii)-with II, = Z-- 
n,,on o*...n n,,2 c?,,z(*) c 4 C-J? for any X. 
Since the ideal on the left side is injective, lemma 6 would yield 
This, however, is false for X = C = C(0, 1): Let Fi: C -+ C denote the 
operator of convolution withf,(t) = t-l/*;. Then, as seen in example 1, Fi E 179i,2 . 
Thus the eigenvalues of F = F, ... F1 E Arqn,a 0 ... c lir,l,,(X) are the Fourier 
coefficients of f  = fvL * ..’ c fi which satisfy If(n)1 N c 1 n )-r/p for 1 n 1 - a3 
and some c E R+. Thus, by lemma 6, the optimality for p = 1 is clear. For 
p > I, there exists a positive decreasing sequence (an)nsN E ZD,,9 such that 
@J@)),,z $4 . Let a-,, = --a, and g(t) = x:ncZ a, exp(2&t) = 2 CnEN 
a, cos nt (a,, = 0). Then by Zygmund [34], chap. YII.6, g EL,(O, 1). Therefore 
the operator of convolution with g maps L,, into C and hence induces a p’- 
summing map G: C - C. But then GF belongs to II,, 0 Ii’*,,a 0 ... 0 l7,,+(X) 
without having absolutely summing eigenvalues. 1 
Remark. In particular, the example shows that niy$X) C d(X), q : 2 
for all X necessarily implies n > q. 
The inclusion relations for (q, r)-summing operators yield the following 
corollary to theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 1 < ri < min(q,, 2) for i = l,...,n and ~~=,(1/2 - 
l/ri + l/q<) > l/p for 1 <p < 2. Then 
By Maurey-Pelczynski [20], a certain power of a (q, r)-summing map with 
I/Y - l/s < l/2 is compact. Theorem 2 yields an improvement of this result: 
COROLLARY 4. Let I ,( r ,( q < 03. 
(a) If  l/r - l/q > l/2, there are Banach spaces X such that any operator 
on X is (q, r)-absolutely summing. 
(b) If  l/y - l/q < l/2, any (q, r)-absohtely summing operator T on X 
has a power Tn which is nuclear. In fact T” will be nuclear for any even integer n 
with n > max(q, (l/2 + 1 /q - 1 /r)-l). 
Proof. (a) is well known: The identity map on I, , 1 < p ,( 2 is in ZI,,, 
and hence in 17,,, for l/r - l/q > l/2. 
(b) Sincen,,,Cn,,,for l/t = l/2+- l/q- l/randy < 2andII,,,Cl7,,, 
for t = q and Y > 2, it suffices to show that T” is nuclear if T E ZI,,,(X) and 
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n > t is even. But by theorem 2, T7112 E&X) = 17,(X) and hence T’” = 
(Tn/2)z is nuclear. a 
Remark. By corollary 3, we have for 1 < 4 < 2 and n even with n > 
(I/q - l/2)-‘: Ii’;;;(X, Y) 2 4(X, Y). H owever, composing only two (4, l)- 
summing maps will generally not improve the index 9: 
IT II.1 o ad% ) 12) CL ~,,l& J I21 for any I < 4 < q. 
This follows e.g. from the results of Carl-Maurey-Puhl [6]: Choose u E 1, N I,-. 
Then the diagonal map D,: I, --f I, and the injection I: I, + Zz are (4, l)- 
summing, but the composition ID,: Z, + Z, is not (Q, I)-summing. l 
We would like to mention here that theorem 1 immediately yields a weaker 
version of proposition 3 which still implies corollary 4. This is because of the 
foIlowing lemma of Pietsch [29]. 
LEMMA 7. Let 02 be an operator ideal, 0 < p < a3 and n EN. Then 02(X) C 
c?“,,?,(X) for any X if and only if 02(“)(X) C b,,,,,(X) for any X. 
Using corollary 4, we get the following generalization of the Dvoretzki- 
Rogers theorem, cf. [20]. The connection with the Dvoretzki-Rogers theorem 
was one of the motivations for the introduction of the ( p, r)-absolutely summing 
operators by Mitjagin-Pelczynski [22]. 
COROLLARY 5. Let .Y be a Frkhet space such that for some q > r > 1 with 
l/r - I/q < l/2 the following holds: For every continuous pseudonorm 11 . I~I 
on X there exists a continuous pseudonorm 11 !I2 on X such that the injection 
i: (X, iJ . &) -+ (X, 1~ . III) is (q, r)-absolutely summing. Then X is a nuclear space. 
Here by (X, I/ ’ iii) we denote the quotient space X/N, N = {x E X i ~1 x III = 0), 
i = 1,2. 
3. PARAMETERS OF FINITE DIMENSIONAL NORMED SPACES 
In this chapter we give applications of some results in chapter 1 to problems 
concerning geometric properties of Banach spaces in the so called local theory 
of Banach spaces. We begin with a technical result which is of independent 
interest. To state it we first recall some notations. 
Let E be a finite dimensional complex Hilbert space. Let y  denote the canonical 
Gaussian probability measure on E. Tf 2 is a normed space and T: E - 2 
an operator, we define the la-norm of T by the formula 
i(T) = (j,;, Tx112 d#)j”‘. 
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The normed space (L(E, Z), I) is isometric to a linear subspace of the space 
L&E, y, Z) of all linear functions. The usefulness of the space (L(E, Z), I) 
in the local theory of Banach spaces has been recognized in [7]. The reader 
can find more properties of the norm I there. We also refer to Linde-Pietsch 
[I 61. We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Let T: E + Z be an operator. 
(a) If  F is another finite dimensional Hilbert space and V: F - E is an 
operator then 
W’) < II VII U’). 
(b) If (eJ is an orthonormal basis in E then 
where (ti) is a sequence of complex independent Gaussian random variables on a 
probability space (Sz, p). 
(c) Let 1* denote the adjoint norm to 1, i.e. 
I*(R) = sup{1 tr(TR)l: T: E + Z, l(T) < I} 
for R: Z-+ E. Then 
l*(R) = II R II if rank R = I and 
l*(V*R) < II V II l*(R), V as in (a). 
Proof. (a) Assume first dim F < dim E. If  V is an isometry from F onto 
V(F) C E, l(TV) = l(T IV(F)) < Z(T). A n extreme point argument yields the 
general case. 
If  dimF > dim E, there is a subspace F,, CF with dimF,, = dim E such 
that V 1 V IFOP, where P: F - F, is the orthogonal projection onto F,, . 
Thus by known properties of the Gaussian measure and by the previous remarks 
we have 
/(TV) = /(TV IF, P) = l(TV IFO) < II V 11 1(T). 
(b) This follows easily from the observation that the coordinate functions 
on (E, y) are independent Gaussian random variables. 
(c) If  rank R = 1, then R = .a* @ e with z* E Z*, e E E. Thus for any 
operator T: E - Z we have 
1 tr(TR)J = ~(Te, z*>I < ~1 T II II e 11 11 z* 1~ -= /I T(I jl R /$. 
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It is easy to see that I/ T // < Z(T), hence by definition of the norm Z*, we have 
l*(R) < II R Il. Th e converse inequality is obvious, thus Z*(R) = 11 R 11. 
The last statement is an immediate consequence of (a). a 
Our technical result is the following 
PROPOSITION 5. Let X be a Banach space, E a $nite dimensional Hilbert 
space and T: E + X an operator of rank n. Let us dejirze c, = 4r/(r - 2) for 
r > 2 and c2 = 1. 
(a) If X is of (Rademacher) type p for some 1 < p < 2, then 
Z(T) < cpd/p-l/zKcp)(X) r2( T*). 
(b) For 2 < q < co one has 
r,(T) < can1/2-1/~&,(X,) Z(T), 
where X, = T(E). 
Proof. The proof of (a) is due to T. Figiel. It improves the original one 
which only gave an estimate by the Gaussian type constant Kc@(X) instead 
of the Rademacher constant K(p)(X). 
An easy duality argument shows that statement (a) is equivalent to the 
inequality 
?r2(s*) < cpd~~-wP’(x) l”(S) (3.1) 
for any operator S: X--f E of rank n. We first prove that 
77,,,2(s*) < Iv(X) l*(s). (3.2) 
It is easy to show that 
(3.3) 
the supremum taken over all finite dimensional Hilbert spaces F, all orthonormal 
bases (ei) in F and all operators V: F ---f E* with I( VI/ < 1. Thus, if pi: F--f [eJ 
is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by a vector ei , we have 
S*VQ, = (@V*S)* and 
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Given E > 0, we find a finite dimensional subspace X, of X such that 
using lemma 8(c) for the last equality. Moreover, by the definition of cotype 
p’ we get 
where Y = (L(X:, ,F*), I*) = (L(P, X,), I)*. To obtain inequality (3.2) 
from the last inequalities, it is enough to observe that 
K(,,)( Y) ,( K'"'(L(F", A-(,,)), I) < K'yL,(F", Yt X)) < K'PYm 
cf. [21]. An application of proposition 1 now yields (3.1). 
(b) Let F be another Hilbert space, (eJ an orthonormal basis in F and 
V: F - E an operator with 11 VI! < 1. Using the definition of cotype q we get 
The properties of the norm 1 listed in lemma 8 show that the latter quantity 
is equal to 
This implies 
Applying once more proposition 1 we get the inequality in (b). 1 
COROLLARY 6. Under the assumptions of proposition 5 one has 
T&T) < c,,’ &,,(x,) w,‘)(X) d “J-1’2~2( T*) 
where X,, = T(E). 
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Proof. We combine (a) with the inequality established in part (b) of the 
proof of proposition 5. i 
As a first application, we establish relations between the following six 
properties of a Banach space X. In their formulation, Q is a real number, 
2 < 4 < co, constants c,(q) depend on 9 only, a function fa: N ---f R is non- 
decreasing and for simplicity we write f(n) instead of f,(n). 
(I, 9) For every operator T: I, - X of rank T = n one has 
Q~T) G f (4 G‘-*). 
(2, q) For every operator S: I, ---f X of rank S = n one has 
%,2(S) ,< %(df (4 II s II. 
(3, q) For any subspace Y C X, any Banach space 2 and any operator U: Y + 2 
with rank u = n there is an operator 21: X + 2 such that zi’ Ir = u and 
y,(C) < C&f@) d’2-1’a II u I!. 
(4, q) For any n-dimensional subspace X,, C X there is a projection P: X + X, 
onto with 
y2(P) < cd(q) f (?z) d/z-l/n. 
(5, q) For any n-dimensional subspace X, C X there is a projection P: X + X, 
onto X,, with 
11 P Ij < cj(q) f (n) n112-l/q. 
(6,q) For any nuclear operator R: X + X one has 
sup f (n)-’ ~P+l’y I X,(R)/ < c,(q) v,(R). 
,t 
We now prove the following implications between these six properties. 
PROPOSITION 6. For any 2 ,< q < CD, the following implications hold: 
(13 4) * (Z4) 
(1, 4) * (394 c- (494 * (%d * (kq). 
Moreover, if (2, q) holds with f(n) = 1, then (1, q) holds. If  (3, q) holds with 
f(n) = 1 then (1, r) h o s Id f  or any r > q. For (6, q) 3 (5, q) assume q > 2. 
Proof. (1, q) * (2,q). It follows from (3.3) that 
T~,~(S) = s~p{-rr,,~(SR) I R: Z2 - 1, , I/ R II G 1, rank R < co}. 
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Thus, given E > 0, we can find an operator R: 1, -+ I, with I/ R 11 < 1 such that 
T&S) < (1 + l ) TJSR). W e a so 1 h ave rank SR < rank S < n. By condition 
(1, 4) and Grothendieck’s inequality [17] we get 
This proves that (2, q) holds with c2(q) = KG . 
(1, 4) 3 (3, q). Let 2, = u(Y) and i: Y + X be the inclusion. Consider the 
map 
qJ: Jv;(Z, 9 Y) + r,*cz,, X) 
defined by p)(w) = iw. Since 2, is finite dimensional, by the Grothendieck- 
Persson-Pietsch duality theory, the dual map 
v*: r&T 2,) --+ Jqy, Z,) 
is the restriction v*(v) = v  Ir . Thus to prove that y* is a c-quotient map 
(with c = c,(q)f(n)), it suffices to show that IJJ is a c-isomorphic imbedding, 
i.e. or < cy$(iw) for every operator w: 2, + Y (cf. [15], theorem 3.3). 
By Kwapien’s characterization of the ideal I’,* ([12], cf. also [13]) this is equiva- 
lent to the statement 
I tr(RTS)I < c,(q)f(n) n1’2-1/g for S: 2, -+ I,*, 
(3.4) 
T: lzn + Y, R: Y+Z,, with Z-~(S) = n2(T*i*) = II R/j = 1 
Using condition (1, n) and proposition 1 we obtain 
Thus 
r2( T) < can1~2-1bQ,2(T) = c,p1/2-1/%g,2(iT) 
,< c,gN-ll~f(n) r2( T*i*) = cg~~/~-~/~f(n). 
I tr(RTS)I < r,(T) 572(S) IIR II < ~~‘~-~l*f(~), 
which gives c&) = c, . 
(3,q) 2 (4,q) obvious. 
(4, 4) j (3, Q). Once more we prove estimate (3.4). Let Y, = T(Z,“) and 
i,: Y, -+ X be the inclusion map. Our assumption yields that there is a projec- 
tion P: X--+ Y, such that y,(P) < c4(q)f(n) n1j2-1/a. Hence T = Pi,T and 
Q~~(T) G YIP) II in II 97,(T*) G 4dfW n1/2-1/*- 
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This yields, similary as in the proof of the implication (1, 4) * (3, q), inequality 
(3.4) with c&7) = c&). 
(4, 4) 3 (5, q). Obvious since // PII < y2(P). 
(5, q) =P (6, p). Let R E Nr(X). We may assume that R has only eigenvalues 
of multiplicity one. Then, given n, similarly as in the proof of lemma 6(b), 
one can find a subset I C { 1,. . , , n} such that 
where X, is spanned by eigenvectors belonging to the eigenvalues (hi(R)),, . 
Since card I < n we have dim XI < n. Denoting by P, a projection from X 
onto X,with I\ P, jl < cJq)f(n) ~W--l/q, we get 
i$ I hi( < 4#,) < 4Q’,R) G 4ddfW fi1’2-1’n4R). 
Using the monotonicity of the eigenvalues we finally obtain condition (6, q) 
with constant c,(q) = 4c,(q). 
(6, q) 2 (5, q). We will prove that for any subspace X, of X of dim X, < n 
and for any operator w: X, + X, 
/ tr(w)I < cf(n) n1/2-11%,(i,w), (3.5) 
where in: X, + X is the inclusion map. Then a similar argument as in the 
implication (1, q) * (3, q) shows that, given a subspace X, C X of dimension n, 
there exists a projection P: X -+ X, satisfying I/ P jl < cf(n) n1/2-1/g. 
By definition of ul(inw) and the Hahn-Banach theorem, given E > 0, one 
can extend i,w to a finite rank operator zE: X + X with Q(G) < (1 + C) vl(inw). 
Then, using the monotonicity of the functionf(.) we get 
tr(w> = ( f h(w) ( < i I h(C)1 
i=l i=l 
< c&q) ul(@) i f(i) i-1’2-1’n 
i=l 
< c,(q)( 1 + l ) v,(i,w) 2q/(q - 2) .1/2-“qf(fl>. 
This implies c6(q) = 2q/(q - 2) c,Jq). 
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(2, q) G- (1, q). Assume (2, q) holds with f(n) = 1. Since rank T = n < co, 
given E > 0 we can find a representation T* = B*A*, where A: 1, + X and 
B: I, --f 1, , 11 A /I < 1 and rr,(B*) < (1 + 6) r.JT*). Thus condition (2, q) yields 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain condition (1, q) with f(n) = c&q). 
(3, 4) * (1, Y). Let r > q and T: Z2 + X be an operator of rank T = n. 
We may assume that T has the form T = T,Q, where T,: E + X is defined 
on an n-dimensional subspace EC 1, and Q: 1, + E is the orthonormal projec- 
tion. By lemma 1 there is a subspace F C E with dimF > n/2 such that 
II T IF II = II T,, IF II < WW2 4J’n). (3.6) 
Note that dim T,E = II. Thus choosing Y = Z = T,,E and u = id, in condi- 
tion (3, n), we get 
ya(idy) < cS(q) KG/~-~/*. 
Hence 
m2(T,J < y2(id& ~,(T,+) < 41) n1’2-1’4n2(Q*Tn*) 
= c3(q) TZ~‘“-%~( T*). (3.7) 
The second inequality holds because Q*: E* + 1, is an isometric imbedding. 
Combining (3.6) and (3.7) we get 
/I T IF 11 < 21/2ca(q) n-WT~(T*). 
Now it suffices to apply lemma 5 to obtain the estimate 
P?,~( T) < qr(r - q)-l e1/r’+‘/q21/2c,(q) 21/T’~2( T*), 
which gives condition (1, I) with a constant f(n) independent of n. 1 
We are now able to prove the following extension theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 < p < 2 ,( q < co. Let X be a Banach space of type p, 
Y C X a subspace, Z an n-dimensional normed space and u: Y + Z an operator. 
If Y or Z are of cotype q then there exists an operator C: X + Z with 21 J y  = u 
such that 
yz(G) < cD,cn min(Rc,,(Y), R&Z)) k?)(X) d/Y-l/* 11 2~ // 
where c, = ~Y/(Y - 2) for r > 2 and cg = 1 
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Proof. I f  a subspace Y is of cotype q, the existence of an extension 1 
satisfying 
follows immediately from corollary 6 and the proof of (1, q) =S (3, q) in proposi- 
tion 6. 
The remaining case can be proved similarly as in the implication (1, q) * (3, q) 
in proposition 6. The same argument as there shows that it is enough to prove 
that 
[ tr(RTS)I < c,~$?&(2) K(p)(X) &p-l/q 
for any S: Z + la”, T: lzn -+ Y, R: Y + Z with 
?r2(S) = r,(T*i*) = /I R// = 1 (i: Y + X is the inclusion). 
By definition of the norm 1 and proposition 5 we obtain 
and 
Z(RT) < Z(T) < cn,K’p’(X) nl+liz 
z*(s) < Cgk(g)(Z) ?w-l/~; 
the latter estimate is just the dual form of inequality (b) in proposition 5. Thus 
by definition of the adjoint ideal norm 
1 tr(RTS)I < Z(RT) E*(S) 
< Cpx-aK(g)(Z) K’“‘(X) nl/J~--l/V. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. l 
Theorem 3 is a generalization of a result of Maurey [18] which establishes 
the existence of an extension provided K&Z) and K@)(X) are finite (in this 
case Z may be infinite dimensional). Other extension theorems of this kind 
can be found also in [7]. Putting Y = Z = X, C X we obtain an important 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 7. Let 1 < p < 2 < q < co. There is a constant c > 0 such 
that if X is a Banach space of type p and X, C X an n-dimensional subspace, then 
h,(X,) < cR(,j(X,) KY(X) n1l”-1/a, 
d(X, , I,“) < &t&X,) K?(X,) nllg-l/q. 
Our next proposition concerns operators from I, to a space X. We obtain 
a generalization of Kwapieii’s result from [ll] for the spaces L, . 
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PROPOSITION 7. Let X be a Banach space and 2 < q < CO. 
(a) If  X is of type 2 and cotype q, then 
Wl 3 Xl = ~,,2(4 , -9 
(b) If  X is of type q’ and cotype 2, then 
Wl t 4 = 1;1,,2(4 > 4 for every r > q. 
Proof. We will show that in (a) the space X satisfies condition (1, 4) with 
f  (72) = R,,,(X) zP’(X). I n case (b), X satisfies condition (1, r) with 
f(n) = qr/(r _ q) e1ir’+1!q21ir’i-1/2Cg~ (z,(X) -‘VW- 
This will prove proposition 7 since these values are independent of n. In case 
(a) the inequality 
7%,2(T) G G)(X) =2’m r2(T’*h T: Z2 + X, rkT < co 
follows immediately from corollary 6. 
In case (b), given n EN and an operator T: 12n - X, we first apply lemma 1 
in order to find a subspace Y C I,” with dim Y 3 n/2 such that 11 T lY I/ < 
(2/n)ij2 r2(T). Then by corollary 6 we get 
T~( T) < cpk7c2,(X) K(@)(X) n1:2-1/gTz( T*). 
Combining those two inequalities, we check that the operator ideal LZ! = I12D 
(with norm A(R) = a,(R*)) satisfies th e assumptions of lemma 5. Thus for 
any Y > 4 and any finite rank operator R: l2 --f X we have 
T,,~(R) < qr/(r - q) e1jr’~~1i921/T’i-112cQR~2)(X) K(@)(X) rr2(R*) 
which shows that X satisfies condition (1, r). By proposition 6, this proves 
proposition 7. l 
We are also able to establish some relations between the summability order 
of the eigenvalues of nuclear operators in a space X and type and cotype 
properties of X. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let X be a Banach space of type p and cotype q with (Y = 
l/p - l/q < l/2. Then 
J%(X) c &,s,&q, 
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where l/s = 1 - 01. If the last condition holds, X is of type p, for any p, < 
(l/2 + a)-’ and of cotype qO for any q. > (I /2 - a)-‘. 
Proof. The inclusion Ml(X) C a,,,(X) follows from implication (I, q) =e 
(6, q) in proposition 6 and corollary 6. 
To prove the second statement, let us assume that there is p, < (l/2 I- u))’ 
such that X is not of type p, . Then by the result of Krivine-Maurey-Pisier 
[21], for every k there is a subspace X, C X such that d(X, , 15,) < 2. It has 
been proved by Sobczyk [32] that for any h = 2” 1& contains a k/2-dimensional 
subspace whose relative projection constant in If, is no smaller than 
[(2k)ll~~;~ - l]/2. On the other hand it follows from proposition 6 that for 
every n-dimensional subspace Y Z X, we have Xxi(Y) < h,(Y) < CV. This 
contradicts the assumption p, < (l/2 + a))‘. 
The proof for the cotype case is similar. 1 
Our last theorem establishes relations between different type and cotype 
constants of finite dimensional normed spaces. It solves the natural problem 
arising in the local theory of Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 < p, < p, < 2 < q1 < qz < co. There exist constants 
F and T such that for every natural number n and every n-dimensional normed 
space _Y, the following inequalities hold: 
(a) R(PI)(X~~) < Fnlll’z-l!nlK(n,)(S,~), 
(b) &,J(X,) < ~nl’ql~l’qzR(a,,(X,). 
For the proof we need a lemma which follows directly from proposition l 
by interpolation. 
IJEMMA 9. Let 2 < q1 < qz < 00. Let Y, Z be Banach spaces and T: Y -+ 2 
an operator of rank T < n. Then 
nqlJT) < tip’ ‘q1-1’q2~q2,2( T), 
where 0 = ( l/q1 - 1 /q.J/( l/2 - 1 /q&l. 
Proof of theorem 4. 
(a) Let us consider a finite sequence xi ,..., xI; in X, such that 
x:i 11 xi l/j’, = 1. It induces an operator S: X,* + Ia” given by the formula 
S(x*) = C (xi , x*) ef for x* E x,;. 
I 
The operator S is the composition S = A 0 A, where A: X,* --f 1,” is defined by 
A(x*) = C ji xi jl-l(xi , x*> e; 
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and A: 1,” -+ 1, k is the diagonal operator defined by the sequence (11 xi 112 E IDI . 
It follows from the characterization of the ideal l7%,, given in lemma 4 that 
+&S) < 1. Th us, applying a duality argument to lemma 9, we get for some 
o<e<1 
A similar duality argument applied to inequality (3.2) proves 
Notice here that X, is reflexive. Since 
k’(“+ql,“, X,), 1)) e K’““‘(L&2’i, y, X,)) < K’““‘(X,\,, 
we finally obtain 
Observe that S*ei = xi for i = l,..., k. Thus lemma S(b) implies 
= 1(&y*) < C;,K(P2)(Xn) ?p2-1’1’1, 
which gives the desired estimate for k?flr)(XJ. 
(b) Consider a finite sequence x1 ,..., xk in X,, such that 
and define an operator T: I,” --z S,, by the formula 
T(q) - 1 UfX, for (ai) E I,“. 
Then l(T) = 1 and we can obtain an estimate for the (na , 2)-summing norm 
of T. In fact, if F is a finite dimensional Hilbert space, (fj) an orthonormal 
basis in F and V: F -+ I? an operator with 1~ V 11 < 1, then 
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Thus rr *,.2(T) G JLJXJ, and by lemma 9 we get for some 0 < 0 < 1 
“a1.2(T) G Q 2 nl’Q~-l’Q~R((IZ)(Xn). 
In particular 
which gives the estimate for R~,Q(XJ. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 1 
Remarks. (1) The estimates for the type and cotype constants obtained 
in theorem 4 are asymptotically the best possible. For instance, it can be checked 
that KN)(E;J N Z?R)(Zz,) - nll”z-i/% and K(%)(Z&) N R(%)(Ei,) N 1. Similary, 
&?1)(4q - 4*JV,na) N nl/*l-l/% and KQ(Z~+) N Z?~,Q(Z,“,> N 1. 
(2) Very recently, G. Pisier [31] has proved that if L is a p-convex and 
q-concave Banach lattice with 1 < p < 2 < Q < 00, then L(Z, , X) = I&,,(Z, , X), 
where Y  = max(p’, n). It follows from proposition 6 that there is a constant c 
such that if X is a quotient of a subspace of such a lattice and E C X is an 
n-dimensional subspace, then there is a projection P from X onto E with 
y,(P) < cn’ where E = max( l/p - l/2, l/2 - l/s). Moreover, in such spaces, 
proposition 8 can be improved to yield Ml(X) C a,,,(X) where l/s = 1 - 
max(l/p - l/2, l/2 - l/q). 
The question whether the same statements hold for type p and cotype q 
spaces is still open. A positive answer would improve proposition 8. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
We give some applications of theorem 1 to operators in spaces I, and L, . 
A well known theorem of Pitt states that any operator T: 1, + 1, is compact 
if p > q. Via the canonical injection I: Z, --f 1, , IT is a compact map in 2, . 
As a first application of theorem 1, we prove the following proposition on the 
spectrum of IT: 
PROPOSITION 9. Let 1 < q < p < co and T: 1, + 1, be a continuous linear 
operator. Then the spectrum of T, considered via the imbedding I: I, --+ I, as a 
map in I, or 2, , consists of eigenvalues of Jinite multiplicity only which belong to 
(i) Z, for 1 < 4 < 2 < p < 00 
(ii) Zr,mfor1~q<(p~200r2~q<pf~. 
Here l/r = l/q - l/p. 
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Remark. Again by considering diagonal maps, the index Y  is seen to be 
best possible. However, it is possible that I,. instead of l,,m is the optimal space 
in case (ii). 
Pyoof. Let q < 2 < p. Then any T: I, + 1, factors over Hilbert space, 
i.e. there are R: I, ---f I,, 5’: 1, + 1, such that T = SR. Obviously the inclusion 
I: 1, + I, factors as I = IJ, , 11: I, + 1, , Iz: l2 4 I, . But the spectrum of 
IT = 1,(1,7‘) is-with the possible exception of zero-the same as the spectrum 
of (IIT)I, = (IIS)(RI,) =: ?:. However, by Bennett [l] and independently 
by Carl, 1, is (q, I)-absolutely summing and hence also (s, 2)-absolutely summing, 
l/s = l/q - l/2. On Hilbert space, fl,,,(Z,) = S,(I,), cf. Kwapieh [I I]. Hence 
I,S E S,(1,). By a similar argument we get I$R* E 17&Z,) = S,(I,) with l/t = 
l/p’ - l/2 = l/2 - l/p and therefore RI, E S,(1,) too. This means that p = 
(I,S)(RZJ belongs to S,(Z,), 1 jr = l/s + 1 /t = l/q - l/p. It follows that the 
eigenvalues of F and hence of T are absolutely t-summable. 
In the second case we may assume 1 < q < p < 2 since the case 2 < q < 
p < co follows by duality. It is known [l] that 1: E, --f I, is in n,,, C II,.., 
where l/t =: l/q - l/p + l/2, l/r = I/q - l/p and hence IT: 1, + I, is 
(Y, 2)-absolutely summing. By theorem I, this map has eigenvalues of order 
n-l:” (i.e. belonging to Zr,Cr). 1 
In contrast to this, the situation is completely different in I,,-spaces because 
they contain Hilbert spaces. In the corresponding situation for L, = L,[O, I]- 
spaces, one has 
PROPOSITION 10. Let 1 < p < q < co and consider T: L, + L, via the 
canonical &bedding I: L, - L, as an operator in L, OY L, . For 1 < p .< q < CO 
the spectrum may be arbitrary. However, in the remaining cases, the spectrum 
is discrete and the eigenvalues belong to 
(1) &foyp =: 1, q > 2 andp < 2, q = a 
(2) 1, for p 2 2, q = aJ 
(3) I,, foyp = 1, q < 2. 
The summability exponents are optimal. 
Proof. (i) For 1 < p < q < co, the spectrum of T: L, +L, as a map 
in L, or L, can be that of an arbitrary operator U in Is: The closed linear span 
XP of the Rademacher functions in L, is isomorphic to I,, the isomorphism 
S: Xp + Z, being defined independently of p > 1. There exists a projection 
P: L, ---f X”. Then 
L, 2 m 2 1,z 1, d r1 xn CL L, 2 L, 
has the same spectrum as U. 
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(ii) Let p = 1, q > 2. Since any operator from L, to L, is 2-absolutely 
summing, L, -7 L, -41 L, -4 L, is 2-summing and hence has square summable 
eigenvalues [9]. The case p < 2, q = co follows by duality. 
(iii) Assume now p 2 2, q = co. Since the injection I: L, + L, is 
p-absolutely summing, so will be the composition L, --fT L, 4 L, and hence 
by [9] T has p-th power summable eigenvalues. The case p = 1, q < 2 follows 
by duality. 
(iv) There exists a continuous function f~ C such that the Fourier 
coefficients (f’(n)& belong to I, but to no I, if p < 2. Thus the operator 
of convolution with f, T,: L, + C, shows that the summability exponent 2 
in case (1) is optimal. 
Let [,>&a&&>...>0 and ([,),EZ~,,~N&. for 1 <q<2<q’< 
Y < cc. By [33], chap. x11.6, the function f(x) := CnsN tn(einz - ecinz) 
belongs to L, , hence the convolution induces a continuous linear map T,: 
L, + L, which has eigenvalues not in 1, for any Y > q’. This shows that in 
case (3) the exponent q’ (and in (2) the exponent p) is best possible. 1 
The property that T maps L, into L, for 1 < p < q < co did not yield 
any information on the spectrum. However, if T maps L, into a Sobolev- or 
Besov-space Bt,m , A E R+ and the Sobolev imbedding I: Bt,,, -L, is defined 
(for this one requires h > max(O, N(l/q - l/p)), results concerning the eigen- 
values of IT: L, + L, can be proved. Defining the optimal summability order 
of the eigenvalues of such maps by 
r(p, q, X) :== inf(s > 0 1 IT E b,(L,) for all T: L, + Bi,,}, 
B. Carl was able to calculate in [5] this value r(p, q, h) for almost all values 
of p, q and /\. Just for some “small” values of X, the optimal exponent was 
unknown. Theorem 1 enables us to calculate ~(9, q, X) in just these cases: 
PROPOSITION 11. (a) If  1 < p < q < 2 and 0 < h < N/p’, then 
y(p, q, h)-r = min(X/N + l/p - l/q, Ap’/2N). 
(b) If2<p<q<coandO<X<N/q,then 
y(p, q, X)-l = min(X/N + l/p - l/q, hq/2N). 
To prove proposition 11, we need the class of (Y, p, q)-nuclear operators 
of Pietsch. T E .Z(X, Y) is (r, p, q)-nuclear where 1 < p, q < co, 0 < Y < co, 
l/r+I/p+l/q>l i f f  T factors as T=BD,A with AcZ(X,Z& BE 
5?(Z,, , Y) and D,: I, ---f 1,~ is a diagonal map induced by a sequence o E I,. 
Taking the infimum 
+,D,,a)(T) = inf II A II II 0 !!? II B iI 
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over all factorizations, one gets a complete (quasi)normed operator ideal 
(J%.~.~) y +.D.p)). Analogous to Y(P, Q, 4, let 
~(r, p, s) := inf(s > 0 j Jv;,,,,,)(X) C S,(X) for all XI. 
B. Carl [5] proved that for 
O<r<q 1 <P, q<m and x = w/y + l/q - l/p) 3 0, 
AP, Q, 3 = Pb-, 4, P’). 
To prove proposition 11, it is therefore enough to prove a corresponding 
statement for the eigenvalue distribution of certain (r, p, @-nuclear operators. 
LEMMA 10. (a) If 1 < p’ < q < 2 and q’ ,< r, then 
P(Y, P, 41-l = mW/y, P/W/y + l/P + l/q - 1)) 
(b) If1 <q’<p <2undp’<r, then 
P@, $4 4)-l = min(W, q/2(1/r + l/p + l/q - 1)). 
This verifies the conjecture of [5], except for the misprint that the “max” 
is a “min.” 
Proof. We just prove (a) to illustrate the method. Let 1 < p’ < Q < 2 
and q’ < Y. Let p = ~(Y,P, q). 
(i) Assume first that p/2(1/r + 1 /p + l/q - I) > l/y holds. This is 
equivalent to l/r > I/q’ - 2/p(1/2 - l/r). Then max(l/r, l/q’ - 2/p(1/2 - 
I/Y)) = l/r and hence by Carl-Maurey-Puhl [6] the diagonal map D,.: I, -+ l,* 
belongs to II,,, . Hence by theorem 1 ,~-l 3 r-l. 
(ii) Assume secondly that p/2( l/y + l/p + 1 /q - 1) < 1 /T. Then l/r < 
l/q’ - 2/p(1/2 - l/r). Let I/U := p/2(1/r + l/p + l/q - 1). Then max(l/u, 
l/q’ - 2/p( l/2 - 1 /u)) = max( l/u, l/r) = l/y and, again by [6], the diagonal 
map D,: 1, --f 1,) is (r, 2)-absolutely summing. Hence p-r >, u-l, again by 
theorem 1. Thus in both cases p-l 3 min(r-l, UP’). 
(iii) We have to show that p-l is less than or equal to min(r-l, u-l), 
i.e. that min(r-1, u-r) yields the optimal summability order. Let X, = I,“. 
Then, by definition, ~tr,~,#&J < nl/r. This easily implies p-l < r-l. 
(iv) With the above value of u, we have to show that p-r < u-r. To do 
this, we use the method employed by Carl: Assume that JYir,D,e)(X) C E”(X) for 
all X. Then there is c > 0 such that for any X, any T E h&.,,,,)(X) 
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Let n EN and m = [#‘“I. By [2] there exists a matrix operator A, the entries 
of which are fl’s such that 
/! A, : Zzn + 1,” 11 < cp max(n1i2, ml/p) = n1’2 
)I A, : Z,n + Z,m /I < c2 max(n1j2, m1j2) < c2npj4 
(4.1) 
with constants c 2, , c2 independent of m, n E N. Hence 
11 A,* : /y -+ Z,n 11 < 11 A, : Z2n + 12” /I I( I: Z2m --f lam !I 
< C2nP14mllq-1J2 < c,nPM. 
Therefore v(,,,,,)(A$A,: 1,” -+ Z2”) < dgz1/2+P/2T+p~2q with d, = cpc2 . But 
tr(AzA,) = mn N &PP. Since tr(A$A,) = Cr=, X,(A)EA,), HBlder’s in- 
equality implies 
using the assumption. Note that by (iii), in any case we have v > Y >, 1. Thus 
necessarily 
l/v < l/2 +ppy + Pi& -P/2 = p/2(1/r - l/P + l/q - 1) = l/u 
and hence p-l < u-l. This shows p-l < min(r-r, u-l). 1 
Proposition 11 shows that for these small values of the differentiability order, 
the optimal summability index for the eigenvalues of the “Sobolev-Besov- 
operators ” has a strongly non-linear dependence on l/p, I/q and A. 
Finally, we give an application of theorem 1 to weakly singular integral 
operators. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let Q Z RN be a bounded domain, d = {(x, x) / x E f2} and 
K: Q2 - A -+ C be a measurable kernel given by 
K(x, Y) = -W, YM x - Y IN--, O<a<N, (4.2) 
where L: Q2 -+ C satisjes 1 L(x, y)l < g(x), y  E Sz with g E LN,&Q) for a < N/2 
and g EL,(Q) for a > N/2. Then 
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defines a continuous linear operator TK: L,(Q) + Lm(J2) with discrete spectrum 
such that 
(a> (UTd) E zN!a,-r if 01 < N/2 
(b) GW’K)) E 4 ;f a: > N/2 
with Il(UTK)li~,,.~ < C(% N a) I !  g  iINla,l for a: < N/2. In both cases, the result 
is optimal. 
Proof. (a) Let 01 < N/2 and p := N/or > 2. Let KZ( y) = K(x, y)/g(x). 
Then / RZ( y)I < 1 x - y  I-(I”-~). H ence for some constant dN independent of 
tER+ and x E Q, I?:(t) < dNt-(l-alN). Thus supE 11 R, llD,,cc < dN < CO. 
Using this, an easy estimate shows that R(x, y) = K(x,y)/g(x) induces a 
continuous linear map Tf: L,,,(Q) -+ L,(Q). By (1.4) of example 1, the 
multiplication operator MS: L,(Q) + L,,,(Q), f w f. g, is (p, 2)-absolutely 
summing. Hence T, =: TfMg: L,(Q) --z L&Q) is (p, 2)-summing with 
n&TK) < c(Q, N, a) /I g llN!a,l and, by theorem 1, has eigenvalues of order 
0@?-1/q. 
The fractional integration operators 
&f&4 = I’(V Jo’ (x - Y)“--‘f(y) dr 
with formal adjoint I,* show that (a) is best possible: T, == I,*,&, is a-weakly 
singular with eigenvalues 1 An( T)j N nealN, N = 1. 
(b) This follows by a similar argument, factorizing T as L, --+Mp L, +TkL=, 
where M, is 2-absolutely summing. There exist continuous functions f with 
only square summable Fourier coefficients f,  cf. [34]. Since K(x, y) = f  (x - y) 
is weakly singular for any 0 < a! < N, and since the f(n), n E Z are the eigen- 
values of TK in L, , we conclude that statement (b) is optimal in general, too. a 
Remarks. (a) Note that we impose no regularity conditions on L. If  L 
is uniformly bounded, i.e. g(x) = I;L Iim is constant, one can use (1 S) instead 
of (1.4). This yields an explicit expression for the constant c(Q, N, CX) in (a). 
One gets 
/ h,(T,)l < (2(2e)1/z+a/N o$lN (vol Q/(N~oz - 2))ajN jj L I!(o z) n-e/N, 
where oN is the Lebesgue measure of the N-dimensional euclidean ball. In 
particular, for 52 = [0, l] and cx sufficiently small, 0 < OL < 01~ , 
Here, also the dependence on a is of the correct order, as again the fractional 
integration operators show, since for 1:,&a j/L /II) N Tag N a: for or -* 0. 
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(b) Probably, statement (a) also holds for CL = N/2. A refinement of 
the method used yields that for 11 L /jJj < 00 and 01 = N/2 at least 
I MT)l < c /IL L(ln(n + I)/Tz)“” 
holds with c = ~~(cT~voIQ)~~~. 
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